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"Beware of the young doctor and the old barber."

(Benjamin Franklin)

After the "Glorious Thirty Years" following WW II, Europe

in general and France in particular had to adjust to the fact

that full-time employment, which had previously been

taken for granted, was giving way to a tougher new world

order, particularly in the industrial sphere.

A relatively painless solution seemed to be early retire-

ment for the older workers. Appropriate legal mea-

sures were taken, the implicit rule being that the old

must make way for the young, showing the door long

before the theoretical age of 65, thus minimizing the

statistical unemployment rate. 

From then on, from senior managers down to blue-col-

lar workers on the plant floor, the age pyramid was

reconstructed. And we gradually approached the defi-

nition of the elderly person that Charles Dickens had in

mind when he wrote “A Chrismas Carol” featuring

Ebenezer Scrooge: an old man of fifty. 
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In contrast, the upper floors remained little affected.

With Boards of Directors, the average age remained vir-

tually stable, around 60. With CEOs and members of

Executive Committees, while there were some signs of

rejuvenation, arrangements for easy retirement only

played a minor role in relation to the simultaneous

strengthening of good governance rules. The new prac-

tices in this respect and the heightened demands of

shareholders made it increasingly difficult for a direc-

tor to "grab a lifeline". 

The new state of things 

The surge of the aging population, while forecast decades

ago, has turned acquired habits right on their heads.

Whether they are employees, clients or citizens, "seniors1"

are becoming a majority force in the decisions, actions and

representations of society and companies2. 

Armed with considerable purchasing power and feeling

younger than ever before, they aspire to make the

most of life by taking on more and more activities. And

marketing departments have seen which way the wind

is blowing. They now develop products and services

designed for this flagship segment in several markets:
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1 Generally the "over-50s": a vague definition that is becoming even
vaguer with today's increased life expectancy.

2 In 2008, France had 13 million "over-60s", i.e. 21% of the popula-
tion (INSEE figures). Seniors will represent over 23% of the workforce
in companies by 2020, according to the Employers Forum on Age.
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property, travel, health and “wellness”. But what is the

picture like inside companies?

While many European countries have now adopted

aggressive policies to cope with this demographic 

turnaround, France is lagging behind and has one of the

lowest senior employment rates3. The societal stance on

keeping the over-55s on the job is intensifying, in a para-

doxical context of economic crisis, which dangerously

probes the idea of reintroducing early retirement.

The demographic structure of France's organizations

cannot remain so out of sync with that of its clients for

much longer. Recent legislation4 in this respect has 

largely been motivated by the spectre of unfathomable

deficits for pension schemes. It aims to gets things

back rapidly on an even keel. One of the marquee mea-

sures could well be a time bomb in organizations: the

abolition of compulsory retirement before employees

have reached the age of 70.   

3 Senior employment rate: 38% in France, compared with 48% in
Germany and 69% in Sweden. European objectives on the Lisbon
agenda: 50% by 2010. 

4 Obligation to negotiate age management agreements or other-
wise to draw up an action plan by 1 January 2010, harmonisation of
tax regimes for redundancy and retirement payments (to prevent
companies from systematically orienting their actions towards less
expensive redundancies), and work in progress on the question of
arduousness.
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Faced with a forceful programme of this sort, compa-

nies that are little prepared often try to “wing it”. They

focus their creativity on keeping control of the manage-

ment of retirement at around the age of 60. The actions

they implement smack more of opportunism than of a

seminal approach based on forward-thinking, well-

planned retirement management. However, a few big

brand stores, like the supermarket chains Tesco and

Sainsbury in the UK, are making the "effort" to employ

older staff to reflect society as a whole, and adapt bet-

ter to their aging clientele. But here, is it not just a

façade of eye-catching “tokenism” at the tills? Are they

really addressing the right basic questions? 

Impact on organizations and people 

From top to bottom, in structure and in age, we can

see the first subversive domino effects within organiza-

tions: loss of motivation and thus of value creation at

every level. The first stratum affected is that of

Management, structurally older and thus in theory

more concerned by the issue…   

• "Extra time" for directors and senior executives

"Senior" senior executives of today, as they approach

the implicit retirement age limit within their compa-

nies, often feel they are not recognized at their true

worth or are even seen as oysters clinging onto their

rock… Some lose their "affectio societatis" because of

this and end up morphing into disgruntled grouches.



Sometimes they seek recognition of their talents

elsewhere, and a chance to find fresh gratification with

competitors or consultancy firms. These high-echelon

moves, which are becoming increasingly common-

place, represent a considerable loss of value for the

company, and even an enhanced risk in terms of com-

petition.   

With the suppression of compulsory retirement and

golden handshakes, directors and senior executives

could well decide en masse to give the company "extra

time". The challenge for CEOs then becomes how to

keep their talented seniors and cleverly reorient the

"dead wood".

• The depression of high-potential forty-somethings  

This is the crucial point that requires the most atten-

tion and energy from any CEO keen to have reliable,

loyal troops at their side in order to bring their strategy

to a victorious conclusion. The problem is how to main-

tain motivation in the lower levels of the hierarchy, and

firstly those of future directors, who can perceive the

message negatively on three counts: you are going to

work for longer, you will perhaps have no pension, and

as for promotion – forget it for another ten years!  

Prolonging the careers of the oldest members of staff

over the coming years will in fact result in reduced pos-

sibilities for upward mobility. During this transitional

phase, this slowdown in renewal will be a particularly

sensitive issue in big companies where the management
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model is based on long careers and low turnovers (one

person retiring can generate up to 8 or 10 movements).  

Some talents are thus likely to be demotivated when

faced with this glass ceiling and lack of prospects.

The remedies at hand for CEOs and their HR

Department are many. The most obvious is often to

make forty-somethings one of the mainstays for the

company's international expansion. Experienced, fami-

liar with Head Office, the company and its culture, full

of enthusiasm and more multilingual than their elders,

they can be powerful vectors for growth. This is a

sphere in which a study of good German practices

could be very useful to other companies. One of the key

elements is naturally the course a career takes after

returning to the home country. 

• Employees of all ages anxious while awaiting action

Uncertainty over the financing and amount of pensions

preoccupies all employees, particularly seniors who are

directly grappling with the problem. 57% of them consider

their working conditions difficult. 42% feel that they have

been victims of harassment because of their age. And in

terms of management, figures are not much better: 27%

of seniors have had access to training, i.e. three times less

than the average among employees and more than 80% of

them have never met their manager for an appraisal inter-

view to discuss the latter part of their career5. 

5 Sources: 2008 Entreprise & Carrières barometer.



These figures seem to reflect a lack of interest on the part

of management and even of the seniors themselves. 

So, does this mean loss of commitment, lack of produc-

tivity and negativism? And yet the initial measures on

prolonged careers, brought in by the reform of the spe-

cial retirement plans, were highly popular with

employees. 28% of seniors in the SNCF have decided to

delay their retirement, and this figure is reportedly a

ballpark 60% at EDF and GDF-Suez.

• Outside the company, the youngest are relegated to

the sidelines

Competing with seniors, young people seeking jobs are

worried about the slowdown in employment flows. The

lack of comprehension between the generations is

becoming more accentuated, and prejudices about age

more entrenched. And yet past examples have clearly

shown each generation's ability to adapt: at 34, Jack

Welch was the youngest Division Manager that General

Electric had ever had. At the other extreme, Marcel

Fournier was nearly 60 when he created Carrefour.

Antoine Riboud was hardly a youngster when he trans-

formed the small glassmaker BSN into Danone the food

giant, while the Grandperret-Temkine duo founded

Essilor and made it a success based on the enthusiasm

of young people.  
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Customs vary with geography 

In the United States, where the pension system can be

a huge lottery, the rate of seniors at work is one of the

highest in developed countries (over 60% of those aged

between 55 and 64 in 20056). There are many tried and

tested retirement management approaches: bridge

jobs, part-time work, freelancing and temping agencies

specialised in finding jobs for retired people. There is

an increasing number of bosses over 70 who have no

desire to stop working in order to retire to sunny

Florida. This trend is very likely to develop in countries

across the Atlantic.  

In Japan, the average retirement age is 70. This perfor-

mance is partly explained by a number of powerful cul-

tural aspects: a positive image of the aging population,

a "natural" transfer of practices and know-how, a

higher than average level of health and longevity, and

upward mobility from production to management jobs.

It can be seen that people have access to training at

any age in this country, and that three main options

are available to seniors approaching retirement age:

renewal of the work contract under the same condi-

tions, re-employment under less advantageous condi-

tions or a new job in a subsidiary or another company. 

6 Source: Dares 2006 survey
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However, these societal advances may have negative

undertones, as it is the case when second careers are

taken on through economic necessity. Seniors may

then be seen as qualified low-cost labor, and employ-

ment conditions may deteriorate.  

A gradual awakening 

The questions currently being asked by General

Managements, Executive Managements and Human

Resource Departments are increasingly numerous:

what proportion of seniors will want to stay on, and for

how long? How can the real impact of aging be asses-

sed in terms of cost? What are the real expectations of

employees regarding prolonged careers? How can the

organizational structure of the company be adjusted?

How can talent and motivation be preserved at every

level? Do new professional careers need to be invented

within or outside the company? What are the conse-

quences of aging in terms of physical fatigue and

safety? And the list goes on. 

The issues perceived by different people are of different

kinds: economic, organizational, managerial and

social. Despite very different levels of interest and

degrees of maturity, the recurrence of the subject

seems to be moving in the right direction. It is no lon-

ger a matter of wait and see.

A realistic balance between shoring up the legislation,

changing the pension system, implementing collective

corporate measures and considering individual wishes
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should establish an initial average age for retiring at

around 65. The period of transition ahead of us (bet-

ween 5 and 10 years depending on the sector of acti-

vity and the socio-professional category) represents an

excellent opportunity for tackling a subject that has

never been dealt with, and establishing a long-term

approach.  

It is not enough just to be on the
defensive: we need to sound the
charge 

Rather than stand one's ground in defensive positions

knocked down one by one by the legislator or manage-

ment and labor, it would be better, as some companies

are already doing, to strike out resolutely on a path that

anticipates future changes, strengthens the corporate

image and restores a sense of recognition in seniors.  

The first stone to be laid is unquestionably awareness

in General Managements that seniors can contribute to

the development of companies. Much more than a

catalyst for action plans, this awareness needs to

become the driving force for enduring change, mate-

rialised by the display and dissemination of a genuine

determination – for example, through the company's

values, policies or codes of conduct. It needs to take

account not only of the heterogeneous nature of their

expectations, but also the wide variety of working

situations (physical fatigue, mobility, and so on).  Thus
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a marketing approach makes it possible to provide

more innovative solutions that are adjusted to the

needs of the over-50/55s and business requirements.

The company can also help those who so wish to orga-

nise their retirement under conditions that are transpa-

rent or incentive-oriented. It may also propose internal

advancement integrating the "psychological" age of

each senior. There are numerous examples of directors

accepting or even attracted to the idea of scoring one

success setting a distant subsidiary back on its feet,

after a number of important positions at Head Office.

Former top CEOs are also often mobilized in an inge-

nious way. For example, they take a trip round the

world to gather in-depth knowledge about the compe-

titive environment and the market. Their personal

image opens all doors. They thus make a quiet but

powerful contribution to the company's strategy. 

Armed with key skills, proven experience and net-

works, seniors represent an increasingly valuable

resource in a context of economic slowdown. The situa-

tion also calls for a profound transformation of prac-

tices and representations. The company has a key role

to play in this societal and cultural transformation.

Countries that have succeeded are totally at odds with

the "more and more" approach, in terms of both pay and

careers: an approach that is not unrelated to sustainable

development. It is now time to review the "employee life

cycle", and integrate the management of seniors into an

overall career path viewed as a long-term affair.
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Lastly, and perhaps above all, the question of prolon-

ging careers in companies is an opportunity to put a

new shine on a value that we are in danger of losing:

respect for every age. 

Jeanne Renard I Jean-Hubert de Roux 
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« Without the experience and
judgment of people over 50, the
world would grind to a halt »

Henry Ford
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